Spring 2022 Organizational Economics Lunch

Thursdays 12:15PM – 1:00PM in E62-650

NOTE NEW TIME

Contact Birger Wernerfelt (bwerner@mit.edu) or Naomi Stephen (nstephen@mit.edu)

Sloan currently does not allow eating in conference rooms, and we are not even allowed to give out box lunches at the end of the talk. So this is a “lunch” in name only. You have to eat elsewhere before or afterwards. If this changes, we might revert to the 12:05PM-12:55PM time.

Version 1/21/2022

2/17 Oguzhan Celebi: Substitutability in Cooperation and Bilateral Enforcement

2/24 Anh Nguyen: (with Adam Harris)

3/3 Tomasz Michalski: Firms, Lateral Functions, and the Knowledge Economy (with Eric Mengus)

3/10 Andrew Koh: Capability Accumulation and Conglomeratization in the Information Age (joint with Jun Chen and Matt Elliott)

3/17 SIP

3/24 Spring Break

3/31 Giorgio Zanarone: Sleeping with the Enemy: How Reputation Constrains the Access of Interest Groups to Politicians (with Miguel Espinosa and Akhil Ilango)

4/7 Soomi Kim: Shortcuts to Innovation: Consequences of “Blackboxing” Knowledge Production through Machines

4/14 Deivy Houeix:


4/28 Birger Wernerfelt: Why are Firms Different?

5/5 Michael Wong: Labor Service Outsourcing: Theory and Evidence (with Duoxi Li)